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ABSTRACT
Lattice structures with excellent physical properties have attracted great research interest. In this paper, a novel
volume parametric modeling method based on the skeleton model is proposed for the construction of threedimensional lattice structures. The skeleton model is divided into three types of nodes. And the corresponding
algorithms are utilized to construct diverse types of volume parametric nodes. The unit-cell is assembled with
distinct nodes according to the geometric features. The final lattice structure is created by the periodic arrangement
of unit-cells. Several different types of volume parametric lattice structures are constructed to prove the stability
and applicability of the proposed method. The quality is assessed in terms of the value of the Jacobian matrix.
Moreover, the volume parametric lattice structures are tested with the isogeometric analysis to verify the feasibility
of integration of modeling and simulation.
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1 Introduction

In recent years, the extensive application of additive manufacturing (AM) has rendered possibilities for fabricating complex components, such as lattice structures [1]. The lattice structures
exhibit low density, enhanced energy absorption, and excellent mechanical properties [2–4]. It is widely
used in the aerospace, petrochemical, and manufacturing industries as well as other fields [5]. Most
researches on lattice structures focus on the boundary representation (B-rep) models, which require to
be transformed into a triangular or quadrangular mesh before simulation [6,7]. However, generating
the mesh takes 80% of the time in the entire design and analysis process [8], resulting in a serious
reduction in productivity. Therefore, a unified geometric description of modeling and simulation has
great advantages. The novel method of isogeometric analysis (IGA) [9] utilizes the same spline basis
functions for geometric modeling and physical simulation making it possible to achieve the goal. Many
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studies have shown that the IGA has higher accuracy and robustness than the finite element analysis
(FEA) [10]. It is of great significance to construct a model suitable for IGA.
In this paper, a volume parametric modeling method of three-dimensional (3D) lattice structures is
proposed based on the skeleton. The models constructed by our method are suitable for IGA without
any transformation. In the entire modeling process, the construction of the volume parametric nodes
is the key step. The unit-cell is assembled with different nodes by permutation and combination. And
the lattice structure is created via the periodic arrangement of unit-cells. In addition, the toric surface
is used as the transition surface to make the shape of the node smooth, which is beneficial to reduce
stress concentration in the analysis. The main contributions are as follows:
1. A volume parametric modeling method of complex nodes is achieved.
2. Different types of volume parametric unit-cells and lattice structures are created.
3. The framework of integration of modeling and simulation is completed.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: In Section 2, some backgrounds and related
works are introduced. The basic theory and algorithms are explained in Section 3. The modeling
method of nodes is described in Section 4. The construction processes of unit-cells and lattice
structures are presented in Section 5. Several models are provided to verify the effectiveness and the
feasibility of the proposed method in Section 6. Finally, the conclusions are summarized in Section 7.
2 Related Works

The lattice structures with excellent properties have been widely applied in many industries.
Researchers have proposed numerous modeling methods to construct lattice structures. Fan et al. [11]
designed a honeycomb lattice structure and a sandwich structure with better mechanical properties
than the solid structure, but the model is only two-dimensional. Masalha et al. [12] studied several
algorithms to construct heterogeneous or trivariate fillets that support smooth filleting operation.
The results verify the feasibility of the algorithms. Li et al. [13] proposed an improved algorithm
based on the quartet structure generation set method. The algorithm reconstructed the 3D random
porous structure. Leblanc et al. [14] introduced a modeling method based on the block to construct
the complex model. The quality of the model heavily relies on the subdivision. Tang et al. [15]
presented a novel design method for the periodic lattice structure. The frame generation algorithm
is used to generate lattice wireframes based on the kernel. Tang et al. [16] studied an innovative
hybrid geometric modeling method of lattice structures with three-stage, which involves generating
lattice frames, constructing geometric functions, and voxelization. Liu et al. [17] proposed a memoryefficient modeling method and an adaptive slice algorithm of lattice structure to assist manufacturing.
Lattice has an excellent performance in macrostructure as well as in microstructure simulation, such
as multiscale crystal defect dynamics [18–22]. It offers a possible solution to study crystalline plasticity
on the nanoscale and mesoscale.
Manufacturing lattice structures is not easy via traditional processing technology due to the
complex structure. The development of AM solves this problem. Dong et al. [23] summarized the
existing modeling approaches and the characteristics of different AM in manufacturing cellular
materials. Medeiros et al. [24] proposed an automatic adaptive voids algorithm with AM constraints to
fabricate cellular structures with minimal material and maximum strength. Tang et al. [25] presented a
method to connect the design and manufacturing process to improve the stiffness of heterogeneous
lattice structures with manufacturing constraints. Garner et al. [26] utilized the optimization of
individual cells and neighboring pairs to find the best connectivity and smoothness of the physical
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properties among the microstructures. Conde-Rodríguez et al. [27] proposed a modeling framework
of heterogeneous structures based on Bezier patches. The method is appropriate to fabricate structures
with different materials, but only single-level details and Bezier were permitted.
Compared with the B-rep models mentioned above, the volume parametric models utilize highorder non-uniform rational B-spline (NURBS) to express the physical domains precisely [28] and are
suitable for IGA without any transformation. Meanwhile, the shape of the model remains unchanged
after the refinement. On account of those characteristics, the volume parametric model has attracted
a lot of attention. To make use of IGA more convenient, an interactive parametric design-analysis
platform is designed [29]. In the meantime, many parametric design methods have been proposed
[30–33], which greatly extend the geometric modeling method. Moreover, Xiao et al. [34] utilized the
surface interrogation technique for IGA and applied it to large-scale lattice-skin structures of several
thousand intersections. Li et al. [35] investigated the behavior of functionally graded porous plates
reinforced by graphene platelets, and incorporated within the IGA framework. Furthermore, different
spline basis functions such as T-spline and PHT are utilized to construct the volume parametric model
[36,37]. These methods simplify the parameterization process and extend the application of IGA.
In this paper, a volume parametric modeling method of lattice structures based on the skeleton
model is proposed. The method solves the problem of hexahedron segmentation of the complex
nodes. And the modeling process is simplified by utilizing volume parametric nodes to assemble lattice
structures. In addition, the toric surface is used as the transition surface to make the shape of the node
smooth. Most importantly, the model constructed by the proposed method is suitable for isogeometric
analysis. The proposed method realizes the integration of modeling and simulation.
3 Basic Theories and Overview of the Algorithm
3.1 Representation of the Volumetric Parameterization Model
The physical domain is defined based on the NURBS [38] and represented by  in R3 , as shown
in Eq. (1).


(1)
 = x = {x, y, z} ∈ R3 |x = V (u, v, w) , 0 < u, v, w < 1

The volume parametric model and NURBS basis function are described in Eqs. (2) and (3).
l
m
n



V (u, v, w) =
Rp,q,r
(2)
i,j,k (u, v, w) Pi,j,k
i=0

R

p,q,r
i,j,k

j=0

k=0

Ni,p (u) Nj,q (v) Nk,r (w) ωi,j,k
(u, v, w) = l m n
Ni,p (u) Nj,q (v) Nk,r (w) ωi,j,k
i=0
j=0
k=0

(3)

where Rp,q,r
i,j,k (u, v, w) is the basic function of NURBS, Pi,j,k (i ∈ [0, l], j ∈ [0, m], k ∈ [0, n]) is the
control point. Ni,p (u), Nj,q (v) and Nk,r (w) are basis functions of B-spline defined in the three directions
U, V , W , respectively. p, q, r are the degrees, ωi,j,k is the weight factor of Pi,j,k .
3.2 Basic Definitions
The skeleton is an abstract description of the geometric model. It is widely used in segmentation,
reconstruction, and geometric design. Many extraction algorithms are used to construct the skeleton
model [39–42]. The interactive design is the most commonly used method of skeleton construction [43].
For periodic lattice structures, the unit-cell can be utilized to represent the topological information. In
this paper, we build the skeleton model of unit-cells according to the different types of lattice structures
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and given by interconnected NURBS curves. The relationship of the skeleton is expressed by Eq. (4).
Two typical lattice structure skeleton models are shown in Fig. 1.
SK = {Ci (u) |i ∈ Z}

(4)

Figure 1: Typical skeleton models of the lattice structure. (a) Honeycomb lattice structure; (b) 3D cubic
lattice structure
The unit-cell is the basic element to generate a uniform lattice structure. Several representative
unit-cells presented by the skeleton models are shown in Fig. 2.

Figure 2: Typical unit-cell models obtained using the skeleton model
In this paper, we defined three types of nodes according to the number of branches. One branch
indicates the end nodes En , two branches indicate the joint nodes Jn , and others are classified as the
branch nodes Bn , as shown in Fig. 3.

Figure 3: Node models obtained with the skeleton curves. (a) En node; (b) Jn node; (c) Bn node
The connection part between nodes is composed of solid cylinders. It is divided into five primitive
volumes to satisfy the parameterization requirement, as shown in Fig. 4a. The cross-section of the
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cylinder is composed of B-spline surfaces Si (i = 0, 1, 2, 3, 4) with the center point o and radius r. The
width of the square is a = r/4. These five surfaces are used to construct the volume parametric models
Vi (i = 0, 1, 2, 3, 4) by sweeping along the skeleton curve, as shown in Fig. 4b.

Figure 4: The five primitive volumes. (a) Cross-section; (b) volume parametric modeling
3.3 Overview of the Algorithm
The input parameters to the algorithm include the skeleton model Sc and the radius r of the
cross-section. The volume parametric lattice structure Vs is the final output. The modeling process is
illustrated in Fig. 5. With the designed skeleton model, the nodes are divided into three types namely
Bn , Jn , and En . The unit-cell models are assembled with the different nodes according to the geometry
and topology information. The volume parametric lattice structure is generated through the periodic
arrangement of the unit-cells.

Figure 5: Algorithmic flow of the volume parametric lattice structure modeling

4 Modeling of the Nodes
4.1 Inner Hexahedral Group Construction of the Branch Node
Based on the research of the previous work [31], this study implements a “skeleton-aware”
hexahedra group generation method. Firstly, an initial hexahedral box Vb0 of trivariate B-spline volume
parallel to the cartesian coordinate axis is generated at the center point of the node. Depending on the
tangent direction of the branch curves, Vb0 executes a “posture redirection” operation to make sure the
branch curves penetrate from different surfaces. If each surface of Vb0 intersects with only one branch,
there is no need to conduct the “volume subdivision” operation. Otherwise, the volume subdivision of
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Vb0 is executed to generate the final hexahedral box Vbox . Each surface of Vbox can be used to construct
a parametric patch along the direction of branch curves. The final hexahedral box of the branch node
is shown in Eq. (5), where N is the number of hexahedra.


(5)
Vbox = Vb1 , . . . , Vbj , j ≤ N
The posture redirection operation ensures the branch curves penetrate from different surfaces of
Vbox . The above constraint can be converted into the optimization equation shown in Eq. (6). Where
d1 , . . . .., dk is the direction of the branch curves. The function f (UVW ) takes the minimum value. ε is
an empirical parameter and greater than zero.


2
2
2
k 
min fε (U, V , W ) = j=1 dj U + ε + dj V + ε + dj W + ε
⎧
⎫
(6)
⎨|U| = |V | = |W | = 1
⎬
s.t. U · W = U · V = V · W = 0
⎩
⎭
ε>0
This is a nonlinear optimization problem. The length of the orthogonal basis UVW is the
constraint. A principal component analysis method is used for d1 , . . . , dk to set the initial UVW . The
initial value of ε is 0.2 and decreases by a factor of 0.5 in each iteration. The posture of Vb0 is confirmed
after five iterations.
Vb0 is updated after the posture redirection operation. As shown in Fig. 6a, the initial hexahedron
Vb0 has the three branch curves d1 , d2 , d3 penetrate from the same surface S0 . If the posture
redirection operation is not executed, S0 must be divided into three subrectangular surfaces to satisfy
the condition that each surface has only one intersection point with the branch curves at most. The
three branch curves penetrate from the different surfaces S0 , S1 , S2 after the operation of posture
redirection. Thus, the volume subdivision operation is not needed. The final purpose of posture
redirection is to ensure each subsurface intersects with only one branch curve.

Figure 6: Inner hexahedron group generation. (a) Posture redirection operation; (b) volume subdivision
operation; (c) branch generation
After the posture redirection operation, there may still exist more one branch curves intersect
with the same surface f , as shown in Fig. 6b. Therefore, the volume subdivision operation is required
to generate a Vb0 composed of Vb1 , Vb2 , Vb3 .
Each surface of Vbox generates a volume parametric patch Vdi (i = 0, . . . , k) and combines it into
the inner hexahedron group Vinners , as expressed by Eq. (7). The branch curves and Vbox are shown in
Fig. 6c. After two steps operations, Vinners is composed of Vbox , Vd1 , Vd2 , Vd3 , Vd4 .


Vinters = Vbox , Vdi , i = 1, . . . , k
(7)
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4.2 Outer Hexahedral Group Construction of the Branch Node
The outer hexahedrons of the node are constructed based on the inner hexahedron group modeling
after the above steps. Firstly, construct the transition surfaces of the node. Then, the inner hexahedron
group converts into multiple B-spline surfaces. Finally, the volume interpolation is used to generate
the outer hexahedron group.

A toric surface is adopted here to create a closed surface of the node mostly because of the
advantages of good smoothness [44,45]. The construction algorithm is based on the multilateral Coons
interpolation algorithm. Taking n (n ≥ 3) curves as input parameters to build a toric surface. The
definition of the bilinear Coons interpolation is given in Eq. (8).
C (u, v) = S1 (u, v) + S2 (u, v) − T (u, v)

(8)

Here, S1 (u, v) is the U-direction ruled surface, S2 (u, v) is the V -direction ruled surface, and T (u, v)
is the linear mixed surface. The definition of T (u, v) is provided in Eq. (9).

 

 P0,0 P0,1 1
T (u, v) = 1 u
(9)
P1,0 P1,1 v
It is necessary to segment the outer surface to construct a closed transition surface. The intersec→

tion points of the sampling vector V c on the boundary surface Send are calculated alongside the crosssection. The outer surface is divided into different shapes according to the number of intersections.
The transition surface can be classified into four types, as shown in Fig. 7. These shapes consist of 3,
4, 5, and 6 points.

Figure 7: Toric surface
Supposing there are n+1 volumes named Vi (i = 0, 1, . . . .., n), we define a set of boundary surface
groups Snocoms , as expressed in Eq. (10).


Snocoms = Snc0 , . . . , Snci , Send0 , . . . , Sendj , i ≤ 6 (n + 1) , j ≥ k
(10)
When the boundary surface in Snocoms contains the end point pend , we name it the end surface Send .
Each boundary surface Snc is mapped and divided into B-spline surfaces on the transition surface
except for Send [46]. The sampling vector vci (i = 0, 1, 2, 3) is defined on the corner ci (i = 0, 1, 2, 3) of
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each Snc . Multiple sampling points and vectors can be calculated on the edges. As shown in Fig. 8a,
→
→
c0 , c1 , c2 , c3 are the corner points of the boundary surface, v c0 and v c1 are the sampling vectors of the
→
→
→
corner points c0 , c1 , respectively. v 011 , v 012 , v 013 are the sampling vectors calculated along c0 , c1 .

Figure 8: Calculate sampling vectors and corner vectors. (a) Sampling vectors of the boundary surface;
(b) calculate corner sampling vector
The vector of each corner ci is calculated according to Eq. (11).
m

→
→
vc = −
vi
i=0

→

When the corner point ci belongs to Snc , the sampling vector v c1

→
→
→
Otherwise, the sampling vector v c0 = − v 0 + v 1 , as shown in Fig. 8b.

(11)

→
→
→
→
= − v0 + v1 + v2 + v3 .

The sampling vector on the edge Ci is calculated according to Eq.(12). Ci (u
 k ) is uniformly
→
→
distributed on the edge Ci , where K is the number of points. Rotate v R , v P , α represents the
→

→

→

→

counterclockwise rotation of v P by an angle α on the axis v R . θ is the angle between v P and v Q .
→ → 
→
v k = Ci (uk ) + Rotate v R , v P , α (k = 0, . . . , K − 1)
uk = k/ (K − 1)
(12)
→
→
→
vR = vP × vQ
α = θ · uk
The Newton iteration method is used to find the intersection points on the transition surface.
The sampling points and the Coons interpolation algorithm are used to fit the B-spline curves
∼

∼

∼

∼

∼

C i (u) (i = 0, 1, 2, 3). With the four boundary curves C 0 , C 1 , C 2 , and C 3 , the B-spline surface S (u, v)
is constructed by interpolation, as shown in Fig. 9a.
According to the mapping between Snc and S (u, v), the volume interpolation algorithm [47] is
used to construct the outer hexahedron group Vouters . The volume parametric node VBn is expressed by
Eq. (13).
VBn = Vinters + Vouters

(13)
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Figure 9: Outer hexahedron group modeling. (a) Boundary surface and transition surface mapping;
(b) outer hexahedron group
The local patches of the outer hexahedron group and the final volume parametric node are shown
in Fig. 9b.
4.3 Modeling of Joint Nodes and End Nodes
After completing the modeling of the branch node, the cross-section is obtained, as shown in
Fig. 4a. Each cross-section is expressed by Eq. (14).
n m
Ni,p (u) Nj,q (v) ωi,j Pi,jS
i=0
j=0
(14)
S (u, v) = n m
Ni,p (u) Nj,q (v) ωi,j
i=0
j=0

The end node En is constructed with the cross-section group SEn = (S0 , S1 , S2 , S3 , S4 ) and the
skeleton curve CEn , as expressed in Eq. (15).
l
Nk,r (w) ωk PkL
k=0
CEn (w) = 
(15)
l
N
ω
(w)
k,r
k
k=0
The stretch volumes are constructed through affine transformations of the section group along
the skeleton curve as shown in Fig. 10a.

Figure 10: Node modeling. (a) Extruding; (b) sweeping; (c) lofting
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In addition, sweeping is another method to construct nodes. Both SEn (u, v) , C (ωk ) and the
number of section groups k are needed. The number of knots Nω = r + k + 2. r is the degree of the
parameter ω. The value of ωk depends on the knot vector W . The Frenet frame of the cross-section is
constructed according to the knot, as shown in Eq. (16). The matrix of the control vertices is obtained
by Eq. (17).
F0k = C (wk )
C  w ×C  w
F1k = |C (wk )×C (wk )|
( k) ( k)
(16)
k
i
F2 = F1 × C (wk )
‘

‘

F3k = C (wk )
⎡
⎢N0,r (w0 )
⎢N1,r (w0 )
⎢
⎢..
⎢
N = ⎢.
⎢Nr,r (w0 )
⎢
⎢
⎣

P·N =Q
N1,r (w1 )
N2,r (w1 )
..
.

⎤
..
..

.

.
.
Nr+1,r (w1 ) ..
..
.

Q = Q0 Q1 · · ·
⎡
Qi,0,0 Qi,1,0 · · ·
⎢Qi,0,1 Qi,1,1 · · ·
Qi = ⎢
..
..
⎣...
.
.
Qi,0,k

Qi,1,k

⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
Ni−r,r (wK ) ⎥
⎥
Ni−r+1,r (wK )⎥
⎥
⎥
..
⎦
.
Nk,r (wK )

Qi
⎤
Qi,j,0
Qi,j,1 ⎥
.. ⎥
. ⎦

(17)

· · · Qi,j,k

The other control points Qi,j,k are calculated with the projection of the section group SEn (u, v), as
shown in Eq. (18).
Qi,j,k = ωi,j · M1 · M2 · Pi,jS

(18)

Here, ω is the weight of the control point PS i,j . M1 is the transformation matrix between the
local and the global coordinate system, M2 is the Frenet transformation matrix. The construction
of sweeping is shown in Fig. 10b.
The joint node is constructed with the two section groups SJn1 = (S0 , S1 , S2 , S3 , S4 ) and SJn2 =
(S0 , S1 , S2 , S3 , S4 ) along the skeleton curve CJn (ω). Multiple section groups are calculated by interpolation, which is similar to the sweeping method. The joint node is shown in Fig. 10c.
5 Modeling of the Unit Cell and the Lattice Structure
5.1 Modeling of the Unit Cell
The unit-cell of the lattice structure describes the local characteristics. The geometric parameters
that control the specific shape of the unit-cell mainly include the size (i.e., length, width, and height),
section radius, and horizontal angles. According to the geometry and topology of the skeleton model,
a volume parametric unit-cell is constructed through translation, rotation, and reflection of the nodes.
The relationship between the unit-cell Vuc (u, v, w) and the skeleton model Cuc (u) is expressed by
Eq. (19).

Gs = (Vuc (u, v, w) , Cuc (u))

(19)
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For example, the skeleton of the simple cubic unit-cell shown in Fig. 11c is split into two basic
nodes, as shown in Figs. 11a and 11b. The volume parametric models of the two nodes are constructed
as illustrated in Figs. 11d and 11e. The final unit-cell model is obtained through translation, rotation,
and splicing operations, as shown in Fig. 12f.

Figure 11: Simple cubic unit-cell model generation. (a) Node skeleton; (b) node skeleton; (c) unit-cell
skeleton; (d) node model; (e) node model; (f) unit-cell model

Figure 12: Simple cubic lattice structure model generation. (a) Unit-cell model; (b) joint node model;
(c) lattice structure model
5.2 Modeling of the Lattice Structure
The unit-cell of the uniform lattice structure is a parallelepiped. Three translation basis vectors
intersect at the vertex. The skeleton with three orthogonal translation basis vectors is called the cubic
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lattice structure. Due to the unique symmetry properties, the cubic lattice structure is the most widely
used type. The modeling process mainly includes two steps. Firstly, the unit-cell is constructed as the
basic element. Secondly, duplicate the unit-cells in space to form the lattice structure. The center of
the unit-cell is used to indicate the location. Finally, unit-cells are arranged along the translation basis
vectors to generate the volume parametric lattice structures.
A simple cubic lattice structure that satisfies geometric connectivity is shown in Fig.12. The
volume parametric unit-cell is composed of 308 trivariate NURBS volumes as shown in Fig. 12a. We
set the translation basis vectors as the coordinate axis directions, and a series of operations involving
the translation basis vector directions are executed. The connectivity among unit-cells is guaranteed
by the joint node as shown in Fig. 12b. The volume parametric lattice structure with 4096 trivariate
NURBS volumes is constructed as shown in Fig. 12c.
6 Examples and Simulation

We constructed several models of node and lattice structure to prove the effectiveness and
applicability of the proposed method. In the meantime, the Jacobian values of the models are
calculated and visualized to evaluate the quality. And the IGA is utilized to verify the feasibility of
integration of modeling and simulation of our method.

Figure 13: Modeling process of orthogonal branch nodes. (a) Hexahedron box; (b) inner hexahedron
groups; (c) transition surfaces; (d) volumetric parameterization nodes
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6.1 Examples of Branch Node Models
Several nodes are constructed with the modeling method presented in Section 4. The nodes with
orthogonal branches are shown in Fig. 13, and the others are shown in Fig. 14. The branch curves
with the hexahedron boxes are shown in column (a), the inner hexahedron groups are shown in column
(b), the transition surface models constructed with multiple toric surfaces are shown in column (c), and
the volume parametric nodes are shown in column (d). The parameters of nodes are listed in Table 1.
The first four cases are classified as orthogonal nodes, the length of the branch curves is 2, and the
diameter of the cross-section is 2. The last five cases are classified as complex nodes with a length of 3
and the same diameter.

Figure 14: Modeling process of complex branch nodes. (a) Hexahedron box; (b) inner hexahedron
groups; (c) transition surfaces; (d) volumetric parameterization nodes
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Table 1: Parameters of the branch nodes
Bn name

Vbox

Vinners Toric surface

VBn

Ort-3-valence
Ort-4-valence
Ort-5-valence
Ort-6-valence
4-valence
6-valence
8-valence
10-valence
12-valence

1
1
1
1
1
1
2
2
4

4
5
6
7
5
7
10
12
20

19
23
27
31
23
31
44
52
76

8
8
8
8
10
8
10
12
14

6.2 Examples of Unit-Cell Models
According to Section 5, we construct some typical unit-cell models as shown in Fig.15. The
parameters are listed in Table 2. The diameter of the cross-section of joint nodes is 2.

Figure 15: The unit-cell models. (a) Simple cubic unit-cell(Cell-1); (b) body-centered cubic unitcell(Cell-2); (c) face-body-centered cubic unit-cell(Cell-3); (d) 3D-Kagome unit-cell(Cell-4); (e) 3Dpyramidal unit-cell(Cell-5); (f) body-centered-plus unit-cell(Cell-6)

Table 2: Parameters of the unit cell
Name Node number

Node type

Volume patches

Control vertice number

Joint node length

Cell-1 20
Cell-2 29
Cell-3 35

Bn ,Jn
Bn ,Jn
Bn ,Jn

212
328
387

5724
8856
10449

16
16
16
(Continued)
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Table 2 (continued)
Name Node number

Node type

Volume patches

Control vertice number

Joint node length

Cell-4 71
Cell-5 9
Cell-6 11

Bn ,Jn
Bn ,Jn
Bn ,Jn

61
84
102

1647
2268
1647

8
8
8

6.3 Examples of Lattice Structures
Based on the abovementioned unit-cells, several different types of volume parametric lattice
structures are constructed as shown in Fig. 16. Some sandwich-type of lattice structures are also built
as shown in Fig. 17. The 3D view of the models is presented in the first column, and the front view is
illustrated in the second column. The parameters of the lattice structures are listed in Table 3.

Figure 16: Multiple cubic lattice structure models

Figure 17: Sandwich-type lattice structure models
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Table 3: Parameters of the lattice structures
Name

Volume patches

Control vertice number

Size

Using cell-1
Using cell-2
Using cell-3
Using cell-4
Using cell-5
Using cell-6

4096
14760
17425
3664
5044
6124

110592
398520
470205
98928
136188
165348

104 ∗ 64 ∗ 64
66 ∗ 66 ∗ 66
66 ∗ 66 ∗ 66
144 ∗ 80 ∗ 46
144 ∗ 80 ∗ 68
144 ∗ 80 ∗ 68

6.4 Evaluation of the Model Quality
To verify the volume parametric model is suitable for IGA without intersections, overlaps, or
large-angle distortions of hexahedrons, the value of the Jacobian matrix is the main index for quality
assessment [48–50]. In addition, the Jacobian value should be greater than zero and the distribution
should be as evenly as possible within the parameter domain. The calculation of the Jacobian value is
provided with the expression Eq. (20).


 ∂x ∂x ∂x 


  ∂u ∂v ∂w 

 ∂V ∂V ∂V   ∂y
∂y ∂y 
=
(20)
J = 



∂u
∂v ∂w
 ∂u ∂v ∂w 
 ∂z ∂z ∂z 


∂u ∂v ∂w
The Jacobian values of the nodes and the unit cells are shown in Figs. 18–20. The Jacobian values
are bigger than zero, and the distribution is relatively symmetrical. The quality evaluation of volume
parametric lattice structures is shown in Fig. 21. The Jacobian values demonstrate excellent quality
and satisfy the requirement of analysis. Therefore, the quality of the models obtained by the proposed
method is verified.

Figure 18: Jacobian values of orthogonal branch nodes
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Figure 19: Jacobian values of complex branch nodes

Figure 20: Jacobian values of unit-cell models

Figure 21: Jacobian values of the lattice structure models
There are some singularities in the models constructed by the proposed method, which are
reflected in the minimum values of the Jacobian. Singularities damage the quality of the model. How
to control the singularity is a major issue of geometric modeling. Researchers have proposed some
approaches, such as utilizing sparse distributed directional constraints to determine the appropriate
singularities [51], designing different templates to handle the features of new singularities [46], or using
a practical framework to adjust singularity graphs by modifying the rotational transition [52]. Some
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researchers use novel tetrahedral split operations to preprocess singularity-restricted frame fields [53].
These methods achieve the goal of controlling the singularity but bring a huge extra computation
at the same time. The model of lattice structure is especially difficult to deal with singularities with
complex nodes and massive volume parametric patches. Considering the Jacobian values still meet the
requirement of IGA, the singularities are not specifically controlled in the modeling process of this
paper.
6.5 Model Verification via IGA
We applicated IGA to the volume parametric models to verify the applicability. As shown in
Figs. 22 and 23, the boundary conditions are shown in column (a). We set the material as stainless
steel, Young’s modulus is 2.0 × 1011 Pa, Poisson’s ratio is 0.3, Bulk modulus is 1.6667 × 1011 Pa, and
Shear modulus is 7.6923 × 1010 Pa. The results of IGA are shown in column (b). We added the FEA
results of the same geometric model as a comparison in column (c).

Figure 22: (Continued)
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Figure 22: Results of the IGA and FEA conducted on the unit-cell models
The boundary conditions are illustrated in Fig.22a. The load is equal to 440 N, and the adaptive
mesh numbers of the four cases are 36445, 7438, 5545, and 2672, respectively. The maximum
displacements of the four models are 2.6 × 10−7 , 2.5 × 10−6 , 1.5 × 10−6 , and 1.1 × 10−5 mm. The results
of FEA calculated by commercial software are similar, and the distribution of values is the same. The
IGA is also applicated to a simple lattice structure as shown in Fig. 23. We can see the results of the
two methods exhibit the same distribution as shown in Figs. 23b and 23c.

Figure 23: Results of the IGA and FEA conducted on the lattice structure model
With the above examples, we have proved the volume parametric models constructed by our
method are suitable for IGA, and the feasibility of integration of modeling and simulation is
verified too.
7 Conclusions

In this paper, a volume parametric modeling method of 3D lattice structures based on the skeleton
model is proposed. The unit-cell is combined with different volume parametric nodes. And the
volume parametric lattice structure is assembled with the periodic arrangements of the unit-cells. The
effectiveness and stability of the proposed method are proved with numerous examples. The quality of
the volume parametric models is evaluated by Jacobian values. And finally, the feasibility of integration
of modeling and simulation is proved with isogeometric analysis.
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However, the quality of complex nodes is still not perfect enough, and how to control the
singularity is also an important issue. In addition, the manufacturing of volume parametric lattice
structures is worth to be studied in the future, and applying these models to crystal dynamics is also
significant.
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